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Introduction 

 

Excessive violence has long been considered ‘one of the major threats to the long-term future 

of sport as we know it’ (Case and Boucher, 1981: 9). Recent instances of sports violence 

suggest that this ‘threat’ has not waned. In the past few years, lethal violence has been reported 

in professional and amateur sports in different global regions. In September 2013, a baseball 

fan was stabbed to death at a Major League Baseball match between the San Francisco Giants 

and the Los Angeles Dodgers, sparked by an argument over the teams’ rivalry (Ortiz, 2013). A 

month later, in a particularly gruesome act of violence, an amateur football (soccer) game in 

Brazil turned into a double murder scene when a 19-year-old referee was decapitated by 

spectators after he had stabbed a player to death (Longman, 2013). And in February 2012, in 

one of deadliest episodes of sports-related violence in modern history, 74 people were killed 

and hundreds injured when spectators invaded the playing field after a football match between 

Al-Masry and Al-Ahly in the Egyptian city of Port Said. Most of the deaths were caused by 

concussions, stab wounds and suffocation from the stampede.  

However, other types of sports violence have also grabbed media headlines. In several 

countries, concerns persist over the long-term health impacts of sports-related head injuries to 

professional and high-school athletes (e.g. Associated Press, 2013). In Australia, the 

longstanding public debate on the wellbeing of thoroughbred horses competing in racing events 

was reignited by the leg injury that prized racehorse Verema sustained during the running of 

the 2013 Melbourne Cup, which resulted in the mare being ‘put down’ (Thomas, 2013). For 

critics of staged animal contests, this recent event showed once again that the horse-racing 

industry exploits and endangers animals. 

 These recent examples highlight the sheer diversity of sports-related violence. The term 

‘violence’ is applied to numerous phenomena in or related to the realm of sport, and used to 
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describe all sorts of events and behaviours that occur at all levels of sport from professional 

competitions to collegiate, high-school and youth leagues. Scholars in the disciplines of 

sociology, psychology, criminology and law have investigated diverse forms of sports 

violence. However, they typically fail to recognise the full diversity of sports violence and limit 

their enquiries to the types of violence that are most commonly associated with organised sport, 

that is, violence among fans and violence among athletes (Young, 2012). As a consequence, 

their approaches and explanations are at best partial.  

This chapter critically reviews and synthesises the breadth of sociological theory and 

research on sport and violence. The chapter first discusses competing definitions and 

interpretations of what violence is and how it relates to sport in all its forms. It then examines 

how different sociological approaches understand and explain sports violence, and explores 

some of the similarities and differences between them. The main approaches discussed here 

are figurational, collective behaviour, microsociological and masculinity theories. Following 

this discussion, the attention shifts to emerging issues in the sociology of sports violence, with 

a particular focus on animal violence in sport. Issues for future sociological investigation are 

also proposed. 

 

What is sports violence? 

 

Defining sports violence is an important task because it determines what behaviours and 

practices we render (in)visible, how we assess and respond to these, and where we look for 

explanations. For example, Young (2012: 13) laments the narrow customary parameters of 

definitions of sports violence and suggests that if these parameters are broadened to include a 

range of harmful or abusive behaviours within the context of sport, ‘it becomes evident that the 

subject matter may be far more expansive and varied than commonly assumed.’ This 

definitional concern similarly plagues the social sciences of violence more broadly, where the 

problems entailed in specifying violence in an unambiguous way are well established. 

Wieviorka (2009: 2), for instance, argues that what makes violence so difficult to define is the 

need to adopt a double perspective that recognises both the ‘objectivity’ of violence and ‘the 

way subjectivity influences how it is experienced, lived, observed, represented, desired or 

undergone by individuals, groups and societies.’  

 Definitions of sports violence can be seen to operate on a continuum that ranges from 

minimalist to extended definitions. Figure 1 shows how four particular conceptions of violence 

on this continuum relate to each other. A minimalist definition is that violence involves 
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excessive physical force and physical harm to others. In this definition, violence is principally 

the coercive and destructive use of physical force. However, this does not imply that the 

exercise or suffering of violence is reduced to an exclusively bodily experience; on the 

contrary, violence entails a reduction of both the physical and the mental integrity of those 

against whom it is exercised (Zwaan, 2007).  

The adjective ‘excessive’ in this definition is of particular relevance to the study of 

sports violence because social norms concerning the use of violence in sport differ from those 

that govern most other societal domains. In many respects sports violence has never been 

viewed as ‘real’ violence (Smith, 1983). Ritualised violence is built into the rules and structures 

of many competitive sports. Violent bodily contact is accepted as ‘part of the game’ in several 

contact sports and considered illegitimate only if it occurs outside the rules of the sport. More 

generally, competitive sport has impelled men and women to abuse and injure their bodies by 

over-training, playing hurt, using performance-enhancing drugs, and so on. This reveals the 

situationally specific nature of violence: the same behaviour that might be considered criminal 

in other contexts might be valued and celebrated by large segments of the sporting community. 

However, the opposite is also true, for example with regard to crowd behaviours that are 

criminalised and punished more heavily in the context of major sport events than in other 

societal spheres (e.g. Mastrogiannakis and Dorville, 2012). 

 

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE 

  

A somewhat broader definition is that sports violence is ‘any behavior that causes either 

physical or psychological injury related to either a direct or indirect result of a sport experience’ 

(Jamieson and Orr, 2012: 4). Most scholars consider this behaviour in direct relation to the 

sport context, yet some include in their analysis the possibility of the diffusion of violent acts 

resulting from direct or indirect involvement in sport, where sports violence ‘can occur in the 

home, school, workplace, recreational site, at events and many other venues due to the sport 

contest or involvement itself’ (Jamieson and Orr, 2012: 4). While this definition has the 

advantage of being restrictive in its focus on ‘physical or psychological injury’, it can be 

criticised for not going far enough to deal with the complexity of sports violence, and for failing 

to consider the wider systems of power relations in which violence occurs.  

Extended definitions of violence, on the other hand, draw attention to various modes of 

sociocultural domination that impede human realisation and violate a person’s rights or 

integrity. This definition stretches the notion of violence to include what Bourdieu calls 
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‘symbolic violence’, which refers to the largely unnoticed, partly unconscious domination that 

everyday discourses and practices maintain over a subject. This violence is ‘exercised upon a 

social agent with his or her complicity’ (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992: 167). Bourdieu 

considers gender domination to be the paradigmatic form of symbolic violence, and it is this 

form of sociocultural domination that (alongside class domination) has attracted significant 

attention from sports sociologists. For example, several studies have identified how masculine 

hegemony is (re)produced in sport in ways that inferiorise women and their sports practices 

and achievements (e.g. Hargreaves, 1986; Bryson, 1987; Messner, 2007). A distinctive 

advantage of this extended definition of sports violence is that it draws attention to a wider 

range of issues, social processes and practices that can be considered ‘violent’ even if they are 

not recognised as such in the common usage of the term. However, one could argue that this is 

precisely also its main disadvantage, namely, the meaning of ‘violence’ is stretched so far that 

it loses both its distinguishing character and its value as an analytical construct (Zwaan, 2007).  

Notwithstanding this critique, some conceptions of violence are broader still. Schinkel 

(2010), for example, defines violence ontologically as reduction of being (see Figure 1). For 

Schinkel (2010: 50), violence is an aspect of every situation and (human) interaction since ‘a 

reduction of being is necessary for such interaction to exist’. Violence can be seen as a sliding 

scale, where ‘violence is relatively little present in interaction so long as the interacting actors 

are prepared to “change the aspect” of the other’ (Schinkel, 2010: 51). This ontological 

definition of violence is yet to be employed in the sociology of sport. However, its portrayal of 

violence as a sliding scale resonates in some respects with Smith’s (1983) frequently cited 

typology that classifies sports violence into four types on a scale of legitimacy. Brutal body 

contact refers to violence performed within the official rules of the sport, hence legal in effect 

under the law and more or less socially accepted. Brutal body contact is inherent in heavy-

contact sports such as boxing, ice hockey, rugby, Australian Rules football and American 

football. Borderline violence involves assaults that, although prohibited by the official rules of 

a given sport and the law, occur routinely and are more or less accepted by all concerned. The 

ice hockey fistfight, the late hit in American football and the high tackle in football are all 

examples of borderline violence. Quasicriminal violence, on the other hand, violates not only 

the official rules of the sport, but also to a significant degree informal social norms that operate 

within the sporting environment. Quasicriminal violence, such as a forceful blow to the back 

of the head, can result in serious injury and is more likely to result in heavy punishment. Finally, 

criminal violence violates the official rules of the sport, the law, informal norms, and is not 
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accepted. Such physical attacks usually take place pior to or after the sporting contest itself 

(Smith, 1983).  

While Smith’s (1983) sociolegal typology is much narrower than the ontological 

definition of violence proposed by Schinkel (2010), it does enable a differentiated 

understanding of how the nature, severity and legitimacy of violence vary across different 

sports and change over time. More recently, Guilbert (2004) has sought to produce a typology 

that distinguishes three classes of sports practices: ‘hard violence’ sports that require bodily 

contact and where winning may require doing physical harm to the opponent (e.g. combat 

sports, mixed martial arts, basketball, soccer); ‘soft violence’ sports that allow other forms of 

violence, especially psychological and verbal violence (e.g. tennis, volleyball); and sports 

where violence is hidden or absent (e.g. swimming, shooting). Compared to Smith’s (1983) 

typology, a major limitation of Guilbert’s (2004) approach is that it suggests a singular, static 

image of each type of sport, thereby impeding a more dynamic understanding of sports violence 

and its multiple manifestations even within a single sport. 

Recent sociological investigations into sports violence have sought to engage more 

fully with extended definitions of violence. One of the more sophisticated analyses is Young’s 

(2012) conceptualisation of a broad landscape of harmful or abusive behaviours under the 

notion of sports-related violence. Young’s (2012) extended definition of sports-related 

violence incorporates both the process of violence and the damage or harm it causes, as well 

as questions of social justice. In so doing, it combines two dominant definitional positions – 

that of ‘violence as force’ and ‘violence as violation’ (Bufacchi, 2005). For Young (2012: 15), 

sports-related violence refers to: 

 

1. direct acts of physical violence contained within or outside the rules of the game 

that result in injury to persons, animals or property; and 

2. harmful or potentially harmful acts conducted in the context of sport that 

threaten or produce injury or that violate human justices and civil liberties. 

 

With this definition, Young (2012) aims to highlight the associations that underpin different 

forms of sports violence and explain these sociologically. It is to the main sociological 

approaches to sports violence that I now turn.  

 

Sociological approaches to sports violence 
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Sociological approaches draw attention to the social conditions and social dynamics that 

enable, cause or impede sports violence. A focus on the broader social context within which 

sports violence occurs distinguishes these approaches from psychological perspectives that 

emphasise the personality characteristics, psychological states or particular situational 

dynamics that lead individuals or groups to act aggressively or violently. However, sociological 

approaches to sports violence are highly diverse. In this section, I examine four distinctive 

sociological approaches – figurational, collective behaviour, microsociological and 

masculinity theories – that have applicability to multiple modalities of sports violence, 

including player and crowd violence. The purpose of this discussion is not to provide an 

exhaustive account of all the different ways in which sports violence has been investigated and 

theorised; rather, the selective discussion of these four approaches seeks to illuminate how 

sports violence might be understood sociologically from a range of theoretical perspectives. 

 

Figurational sociology 

 

Violence and violence control are central themes in figurationalists’ work on sport. Figurational 

sociologists have examined these themes in the context of a broader ‘civilising process’ that 

entails the progressive tightening of externally and internally imposed controls over people’s 

behaviour (Elias, 1971; Elias and Dunning, 1986). Modern sports, they argue, have undergone 

a civilising process through the establishment of centralised rule-making and rule-enforcing 

bodies, a complex set of formally instituted rules which demand stricter control over the use of 

physical force, and clearly defined intra-game sanctions (e.g. penalties or sending-offs), as well 

as the institutionalisation of specific roles whose task it is to control the game (e.g. the referee) 

(Elias and Dunning, 1986). Yet at the same time, within the broader shift in the manner in 

which members of society relate to one another, sport enables people to experience a 

pleasurable upsurge of emotions, an enjoyable ‘de-controlling of emotional controls’ (Elias 

and Dunning, 1986: 44), without many of its socially and personally dangerous implications. 

The quest for pleasurable excitement imposes heavy demands on the balance between pleasure 

and restraint in sporting contests. If there is too little tension, the contest becomes dull and risks 

losing its ‘mimetic’ function; yet, if there is too much tension, the ensuing excitement can pose 

a serious risk to contestants and spectators alike (Van Bottenburg and Heilbron, 2006). A 

recurrent problem for organised sport in all its forms, then, is the need to strike an appropriate 

balance between pleasure and restraint.  
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 Figurational sociology has had greater influence on the sociology of sports violence 

than any other sociological tradition, especially in the United Kingdom and continental Europe. 

While some of its most enduring appeal has been in the study of crowd violence and football 

hooliganism (e.g. Dunning et al., 1988, 2002; Bairner, 2006; Reis, 2006), its influence on 

scholarly debates about other types of sports violence and violence control is also evident (for 

an overview, please see the chapter by Dominic Malcolm and Louise Mansfield in this 

volume).  

 

Collective behaviour theory 

 

While the figurational approach has been particularly influential in Europe and parts of Latin 

America, several North American sport sociologists have examined sports violence from a 

structural-functional perspective. The latter body of research is strongly influenced by the 

collective behaviour tradition and especially Smelser’s (1962) ‘value added’ theory, which 

views collective violence as a hostile expression of underlying social strains and grievances. 

Smelser’s (1962) theory posits that six conditions are necessary for a particular kind of 

collective behaviour to emerge: (1) structural conduciveness (social circumstances in which 

collective behaviour could result; e.g. spatial proximity, communication among the aggrieved); 

(2) structural strain (a social situation in which people feel dissatisfied with their social 

environment, e.g. perceived relative deprivation or injustice); (3) generalised belief (a shared 

belief in terms of who is responsible for the strain, whether they should be punished, and 

whether participants will escape sanctions for their actions); (4) precipitating factors (a spark 

to ignite the flame, e.g. a dramatic event); (5) mobilization for action (participants who share a 

generalised belief become organised); and (6) breakdown or failure of social control 

(deterioration in the legitimacy of social control agents). Since the 1970s a number of North 

American studies have applied this theory to sports violence (for an overview of early studies, 

see Case and Boucher, 1981). 

The most systematic application of Smelser’s theory in the sociology of sport is 

arguably Lewis’s (2007) work on celebrating riots, a major type of sports fan violence in North 

America. Lewis (2007: 87-90) posits that celebrating violence is likely to occur when certain 

conditions are present. Firstly, a celebrating riot by fans of the winning team is more likely 

than a punishing riot by fans of the losing team. Secondly, a celebrating riot is more likely to 

occur after championship games due to the emphasis put on winning. Thirdly, a celebrating 

riot is more likely to occur if the winning team has not won a championship for some time: ‘the 
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longer a team has gone without winning a championship, the more important the winning 

becomes and the more likely that there will be fan violence when the team does win an 

important victory’ (Lewis, 2007: 87). Fourthly, a celebrating riot is enabled by sports fans’ 

access to a natural urban gathering area where ‘people want to be seen and to see others on the 

street’ (Lewis, 2007: 89). Finally, if a celebrating riot occurs, the typical rioters will likely be 

young white males. Although Lewis fails to provide a convincing explanation for this 

condition, it is corroborated by international research into sports crowd violence (e.g. Spaaij, 

2008). 

 Regretfully, Lewis does not situate the aforementioned conditions macrohistorically (as 

the figurational approach dictates), and relies almost exclusively on secondary data rather than 

the kind of rich observational data produced by microsociological studies of sports violence 

discussed below. Moreover, we do not know which (if any) of the conditions identified by 

Lewis (2007) apply to other forms of sports violence, such as player violence. However, his 

work posits some hypotheses that might be used to explore this issue. For example, Lewis’s 

(2007: 136) hypothesis that ‘the severity of fan violence varies directly with the importance in 

the status of the competition’ is consistent with the premise of game-related perspectives 

regarding the meaning and significance of the match and the relationship between the 

contestants as a key determinant of fan violence (Jamieson and Orr, 2012), and can possibly be 

extended to player violence. Lewis’s recommendation that future research focus on 

relationships among rioters and the interaction between rioters and social control forces also 

opens the door for a more comprehensive understanding of possible links between different 

forms of sports violence, especially if we conceive of ‘rioters’ more broadly to include 

spectators, players and other actors. The microsociological approach developed by Collins 

(2008) is particularly well equipped to this task. 

 

The microsociology of sports violence 

 

Randall Collins’s (2008) microsociological theory of violence differs radically from the 

aforementioned approaches. Rather than being concerned with a long-term social process 

(figurational sociology) or structural strain (collective behaviour theory), it focuses on the 

situation of human interaction in which violence is performed. According to Collins (2008), 

violence arises from a set of pathways around the confrontational tension that rises up 

whenever people come into antagonistic confrontation with each other. This tension stems from 

attempting to act against another person, and thus against one’s own propensities to fall into 
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solidarity and a common cognitive universe with that person. Any ‘successful’ violence, 

Collins argues, must overcome this tension.  

 The central argument to Collins’s theory is that people are not wired for perpetrating 

violence and naturally abhor violence in many forms. Thus, techniques for carrying out 

violence must always be fitted to the task of overcoming confrontational tension. Collins 

identifies three dynamics that make sports violence possible. The first is the collective 

effervescence in build-ups of dramatic tension in the audience. The second is the degree of 

emotional resonance within a team: in team sports, players share collective emotions with their 

teammates, and successful performance depends on emotional resonance that keeps the team 

coordinated as well as energetic. The third kind of dynamics comprises ‘emotional energy’ 

(EE) contests between opponents: players are involved in an emotional interaction with their 

opponents, in which ‘the player or team who gains EE wins at the point where the opponent 

loses EE. These are the emotional turning points of a game’ (Collins, 2008: 285).  

Collins (2008) contends that there are two features that predict player violence: the 

extent to which violent moves, efforts or threats are incorporated into the game action itself; 

and the extent to which players are protected, physically or socially, from being hurt. He further 

argues that spectators are subject to the same rhythms of dramatic tension – collective 

effervescence, emotional resonance and emotional energy. This explains why spectators may 

behave aggressively at roughly the same moments that players get into fights. However, the 

structure of involvement is different for players than for spectators, and hence their style of 

violence is different. Fights between players tend to have the form of symmetrical fair fights, 

while spectator violence is often a form of physical and numerical domination, or ‘attacking 

the weak’ (Collins, 2008: 310), in a state of high confrontational arousal.  

To date, Collins’s theory is yet to be applied to manifestations of sports violence beyond 

those examined by Collins himself. There are interesting parallels to the figurational approach 

to sports violence, notably Collins’s emphasis on self-control and the way sporting contests 

produce socially generated pleasurable excitement. However, Collins’s approach strips these 

notions from the macrohistorical process within which figurational sociologists situate them. 

Herein lies a fundamental difference between microsociological and figurational approaches: 

while the former focuses on microsituations of violence, the latter is principally concerned with 

macrohistorical dimensions of violent situations. 

 

Masculinity perspectives  
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Many forms of sports violence are highly gendered. Several sociologists argue that the 

association between violence and the production and performance of masculinity is key to 

understanding sports violence as it occurs within the competitive arena (between players, 

spectators, etc.) as well as in broader social relations (e.g. gender-based violence or domestic 

violence perpetrated by athletes). Masculine identity is vigorously pursued and negotiated by 

males, and competitive sports, especially heavy-contact team sports, offer an opportunity to 

construct hegemonic masculine identities both on and off the playing field (Weinstein et al., 

1995; Messner, 2007). Male-to-male physical violence and male-to-female physical, sexual 

and emotional aggression are often key elements in the performance of masculinity in 

competitive sporting environments (Pappas et al., 2004; Messner, 2007).  

One area of recent theory and research on gender, violence and sport focuses on the 

ways in which athletes negotiate dominant masculine discourses. Such discourses have been 

shown to be prominent in athletic cultures, and it is within these discourses that male athletes 

commit acts of violence to validate their masculinity among their peers and with themselves. 

Many male team sports at college, high-school and professional levels emphasise and celebrate 

physical and psychological domination and aggression. Athletes that fail to meet these 

standards are often criticised or punished by fellow teammates and pushed to reach higher 

individual standards of performance by putting their bodies on the line (Messner, 2007). 

Athletes learn to accept and normalise pain and injury as part of their participation in physically 

demanding sport (White et al., 1995; Coakley, 2009). In this context, a recent report by the 

Institute of Medicine and National Research Council (2013) on sports-related concussions in 

high-school and college athletes highlights the machoist ‘culture of resistance’ that continues 

to dominate in contact sports, a culture where athletes are compelled to ‘man up’, not let their 

teammates or coach down, and play with/through injury and pain. 

Sociological research shows that the association between athletic affiliation and sexual 

violence is mediated by peer contexts (e.g. Coakley, 2009; Messner, 2007). One of the more 

sophisticated analyses is Kreager’s (2007) study of high-school sport, peer networks and male 

adolescent violence. Combining masculinity and social learning perspectives, Kreager shows 

that the positive association of heavy-contact sports (e.g. American football and wrestling) with 

serious male violence is mediated by peer relationships and that playing heavy-contact sports 

shapes subsequent violence in ways that participation in non- or light-contact sports (e.g. tennis 

and basketball) do not. His study verifies the argument that the contexts of heavy-contact sports 

produce conditions supportive of male violence, such that embeddedness in all contact-sport 

networks substantially increases the risk for serious violence. 
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The celebration of masculine prowess in sport further tends to involve the 

objectification and denigration of women. Sexual prowess and sexual conquest are greatly 

valued traits in masculine sporting cultures. Male athletes and spectators can bond through 

collective involvement in coercive forms of sexual practice or sexualised interaction (Flood, 

2008). In this process sexual violence can become normalised and accepted within athletic 

milieus and be exported outside the sporting arena, such as when athletes use sexual violence 

against women within a party scene (e.g. Crosset, 1999; Pappas et al., 2004).  

 Crowd violence is equally associated with the production and performance of 

masculinities. Research consistently shows the assertion of aggressive masculinity among male 

spectators as a key source of crowd violence in general, and football hooliganism in particular 

(e.g. Dunning et al., 1988, 2002; Armstrong, 1998; Free and Hughson, 2003). Football 

hooligans, for instance, celebrate an aggressive masculine identity that is constructed through 

(the threat of) violence, with the purpose of attaining an unambiguous sense of one’s masculine 

status (Spaaij, 2008). In a similar vein, research on barras bravas, the most active and violent 

Argentinian fan groups, highlights the exclusively masculine morality in which crowd violence 

loses its negative connotation and acquires moral legitimacy among the fans and their broader 

communities (Garriga Zucal, 2010; Alabarces et al., 2005). 

 

Emerging issues in the sociology of sports violence 

 

The approaches discussed here enable a sociological appreciation and understanding of 

different forms of sports violence and their interrelationships. However, different types of 

sports violence have usually been treated as separate, independent spheres of social action. To 

rectify this, some scholars have attempted to link different types of sports violence in novel 

ways (Young, 2012; Fields et al., 2007). In doing so, they draw attention to forms of sports 

violence that had previously been peripheral to sociological debates despite the ongoing public 

and media attention they receive. This includes forms of violence that fit squarely within 

definitions that view sports violence as violation, most notably the extended definition 

proposed by Young (2012). Lack of space prevents me from examining these types of sports 

violence in full in this chapter. Instead, I will discuss one type of sports violence – violence 

against animals – that illustrates how emerging themes in the sociology of sport may be linked 

to more conventional types of sports violence.  

Human-animal relations in sport are highly diverse but often involve animal contests 

or activities where animals potentially suffer harm and abuse, including so-called ‘blood sports’ 
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(Atkinson and Young, 2008) (e.g. dogfighting, bullfighting, cockfighting, fox-hunting) and 

various types of racing competition (e.g. greyhounds, thoroughbred horses). Sociological 

studies of animal violence in sport are still relatively rare despite calls to probe this largely 

unexplored terrain (e.g. Franklin, 1996). Figurational sociology is a notable exception as it has 

long considered animal sports such as fox-hunting as central to debates on violence, civilisation 

and sportisation (Elias and Dunning, 1986; Dunning, 1999). Building on this tradition, 

Atkinson and Young (2005, 2008) highlight how racing greyhounds are enmeshed in wider 

formations of sports-related violence. They argue that racing greyhounds face four types of 

violence: breeding, training/racing, housing/release and disposal violence. They explain this 

violence as a social process that is formed through the interwoven actions of social actors 

operating at different levels, including context players (e.g. owners, promotors, spectators, 

gamblers), conditions players (e.g. breeders, trainers) and regulation players (e.g. legislators, 

animal rights activists). These social chains of interdependence, they argue, are necessary to 

perpetuate tolerable deviance against racing greyhounds. 

 Other sociological studies highlight the cultural and historical specificity of social 

figurations that shape animal violence in sport. For example, Franklin’s (1996) research 

combines social constructionist, ideational and figurational perspectives to examine the violent 

relationship that modern hunting and angling sports in Australia sustain with wildlife. Franklin 

contends that the cultural meanings of hunting and angling sports in Australia are inverted from 

those in the United States and the United Kingdom. While in all three countries nature 

symbolism is invoked as part of nation-building processes, unique to the Australian context is 

an ’Australianisation’ discourse that sought from Federation (1901) onwards to establish, 

maintain and privilege an indigenous nature and to banish introduced species that competed 

with indigenous species or blurred the ‘Australianness’ of Australian nature. As such, hunters 

and animal activists ‘are brought into an ironic alliance in favouring and protecting indigenous 

species while seeking the destruction of most introduced species’ (Franklin, 1996: 54). Another 

important aspect of the inverted meaning of hunting and angling sports in Australia is that 

Australian hunters are not perceived as ‘pleasure seekers’ in the same way that hunters are 

perceived in the United States and United Kingdom. Instead, Australian hunting is seen more 

as work than pleasure (e.g. culling local population explosions, self-provisioning). Franklin 

(1996) also points to class differences in hunting and angling sports as a partial explanation. In 

both the United Kingdom and the United States, most people associated with hunting and 

angling have high social status or represent the new corporate sector hunter, whereas Australian 
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hunters and anglers do not. As a consequence, the latter typically receive greater sympathy for 

hunting. 

 

Conclusion 

  

Sociological investigations have enhanced our understanding of sports violence in all its forms. 

However, there is no consensus among sociologists as to what sports violence is and how it is 

best explained. Sociological approaches to sports violence range from macrohistorical to 

microinteractionist, each offering a particular analytical lens through which to view sports 

violence sociologically. The breadth of sociological theory and research on sport and violence 

provides a rich foundation upon which future studies can build. One pressing issue for further 

research is the need to examine and theorise more fully the associations between different types 

of sports violence, and in particular the connections of player and crowd violence with the 

broader landscape of sports-related violence (Young, 2012). These different types of sports 

violence need to be examined as a whole as well as in pieces (Fields et al., 2007). A 

comprehensive sociological understanding of sports violence in all its forms will further 

necessitate greater dialogue between the different approaches discussed in this chapter. Such 

dialogue would help create a platform on which an integrated understanding of sports violence 

as a sociological phenomenon could be fostered. 
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Figure 1: Defining sports violence: a continuum 
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